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This paper contains a brief discussion of the electron transport

properties of liquid metal-tellurium alloys based on the nearly free electron

approximation. Recent results of Enderby (1982) have shown that in such

alloys tellurium behaves as a negative charged ion with the charge -2e.

We study the influence of very small concentration of tellurium ( < 2.5%)

on the resistivity and thermopower of liquid metals.

Nearly free electron approximation of the conduction "band has been

very successful in describing electron transport properties of pure liquid

metals and liquid alloys (Dreirach et al. 1972; Hirata et al. 1977). The

resistivity of two-component system may be written in the form

(1)

where

ABSTRACT

The resistivity and thermoelectric power of metal—tellurium liquid

alloys have been discussed for the case of small tellurium concentration.

Nearly free electron model of conduction band has been used. The rapid

increase of resistivity in transition metal-tellurium alloys has been

predicted.

Here t , t are the scattering matrix of two constituents forming an alloy,

c , cQ are their concentrations and S.,(q) practical structure factors.
1 c 1J

The scattering matrix on energy shell t can be written as
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(2)

where q = \kL - fcp| and 9 denotes the angle between kp and k .

In this paper only vei-y small concentrations of Te (cTg < 0.025) will

be regarded so we can put c^ = 0 in (l). For such systems the most

important effect is the influence of tellurium on conduction band. Tellurium

atom becomes a negative charged ion due to localization of electrons. We

would like to stress that in our approximation no other properties of Te are

used. Let Z denote the valency of host metal &nd Z* the average valency

of Te ion. The density of conduction-electrons is then :

-2-.



(3)

Assuming the BFE model which should be valid for c S O a s i t works for host

metal, we obtain EL,.

Now let, us recall the dependence of phase shifts on energy for

transition and polyvalent metal (Waseda 198O). E denotes the position of

Fermi energy as shown in Figs.1-3.

It may be remarked that for the case of transition metals even a small

change of Fermi energy induces a large change of n towards *J (Fig.l). In

effect the resistivity (l) will increase rapidly. The rate of changes

depends on tie width of d-states resonance T; concentration of Te for which

the changes are great is connected with the difference between Fermi energy

and position of resonance (see Brown 1973).

On the other hand, for the polyvalent metal the changes of phase

shifts are relatively small (see Fig.3) and do not produce large changes

of resistivity.

Wow let us discuss the thermopover in transition metal-Te liquid

alloy. The thermoelectric power parameter is defined as

To discuss dependence x o f C
T let us recall an approximation of (1) for

the case of d-band metal:

S u b s t i t u t i n g ( 5 ) i n t o (It) we g e t

(5)

- k * E * 5 ( Z k )

(6)
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The derivative of the structure factor for nionovalent metal near Fermi energy
fan?1

does not change rapidly. On the other hand, hr=— 1 increases vhen EL

gets nearer the resonance energy, but then ct£&,(Ep) —• 0. Thereby one

expects that X has a value not far from x o f host metal.

As the numerical example of this very simple model we choose Fe.

All data needed havebeen taken from Waseda (196OJ. Energy dependence of %

has been approximated by polynomial. Fig.lt shows p and x for different

Z*. The numerical values could be taken as very approximative ones.

To conclude it seems that measurements of resistivity of transition

metal-tellurium liquid alloys could bring many valuable results. First of

all such experiments will test the use of NFE theory to describe the

conduction band in transition metals. If results are similar to those

described above it could yield much information about the shape of d-state

resonance. It could also be helpful in testing muffin-tin potentials because

approximations existing now differ a lot (Lopes-Escobar and Brown 19T7).
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Energy dependence of phase shifts for liquid transition metal

(Fe, Waseda 19

3n
Fig.2 Energy dependence of ^ for liquid transition metal.

Energy dependence of phase shifts for liquid polyvalent metal

(St>, Vfaseda 1980).

Resistivity and thermoelectric power parameter for FeTec

system as a function of tellurium concentration.
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